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The purpose of this paper is to show the equivalence of almost sure conver- 
gence of S&r, n > 1 and lim supn+m ]I S, II/n < to a.e., where S,, = XI + 
X, f ... + X, and X, , X, ,... are independent identically distributed random 
elements in a separable Banach space with E II XI ]I < co. This result disproves 
a result of Pop-Stojanovic [8]. 
Thi s paper is intended to make some comments on a paper of Pop-Stojanovic 
[8]. We point out that a more general result under less restrictive conditions 
does hold than the one derived by Pop-Stojanovic. Further, we show that one 
of his results is false. 
Let B be a Banach space, (Q, ol, P) a probability space and X a map from 52 
to B. We say that X is weakly measurable iff(X) is a measurable map from Q 
to the real line, R, for everyfin the dual B* of B. We say that a weakly measurable 
map X weakly integrable if f(X) is integrable for every f in B* and there exists 
an element x E B (obviously unique) such that 
f(x) = Snf(X) dP for everyf in B*. 
We denote x by EX. It must be noted that this definition of weak integrability 
is weaker than Pettis integrability (see Pettis [7, Definition 2.1, p. 2801). Let 9# 
be the smallest u-field on B with respect to which every f in B* is measurable. 
This u-field is a sub-u-field of the Bore1 u-field on B. (It can be shown that this 
inclusion is strict if the cardinality of the Banach space is greater than the 
continuum c.) It can be easily checked that X: D + B is weakly measurable if 
and only if X is (a, a)-measurable, i.e., X-i(C) E ad for every C E .@‘. Two 
weakly measurable maps Xi and X, are said to be identically distributed if 
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P(w E Q; A>(W) E C} = P{w E l2; X2(w) E C) for every C E g. It is easy to check 
that if X1 and Xa are identically distributed, so aref(Xr) andf(X,) for every f 
in B*. Let X,, X, ,..., X, be any n (>I) weakly measurable maps. They are 
said to be independent if P{w E Sz; X,(W) E C, , X,(W) E C, ,..., X,(w) E C,} = 
P(w E Q; X,(W) E Cl) P(w E 12; X,(u) E C,> ... P(OJ E Q; X%(w) E C,) for every 
Cl, c,,..., C,E.ci?. I f  x,, X2 ,...) Xn are independent, so are f (X1), f (x2),..., f (X,) 
for everyf in B*. A sequence Xm , n > 1, of weakly measurable random variables 
is said to be stationary if P{w E Sz; X1(,) E C, , X,(W) E C, ,..., X-,(w) E C,} = 
P{w E 9; X&J) E Cl ) X,(w) E c, (..., X,+r(w) E C,) for every 1z >, 1 and 
c, , c, ,.*., C, E .!S. If  X, , 71 > 1, is stationary so is ,f(X,), n >, 1 for every f 
in B*. 
All those deliberations are needed for the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let X,, , n > I, be a sequence of weakly measurable stationary 
random variables de$ned on a probability space (Q, 02, P) and taking values in a 
Banach space B. Assume XI is weakly integrable. Then the folhing are true. 
(4 ; j1f (Xk), n > 1, converges almost surely, 
and 
(ii) n 3 1, converges in mean for every f in B*. 
The limiting function involved in (i) and (ii) might depend on f. (The null set involved 
in (i) depem& on f.) 
If, further X, , n > 1, is a sequence of independent identically distributed 
weakly measurable random variables, then the limiting function involved in (i) and 
(ii) is, in fact, equal to the constant f (EX,) almost surely. 
Proof. Note that f(X,), n 3 1, is a stationary sequence of real random 
variables for every f in B*. (i) follows from BirkhofYs individual ergodic theorem 
and (ii) follows from Birkhoff’s mean ergodic theorem. See Halmos [3, pp. 18, 16, 
221. A proof can be worked out by considering the canonical map T: Q -+ RN 
defined by 
T&J) = (f (Xl(W))I f (X&J)),-) 
and the shift transformation S: W -+ W defined by 
S(x, ) x, )...) = (x, ) X‘J )... ). 
(Here N denotes the set of all natural numbers.) 
In the case of independent identical distribution, the identification of the 
limiting function could be carried out with the help of Kolmogorov’s zero-one 
law. 
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Remarks. Compare this result with Theorem 1 of Pop-Stojanovic [8, p. 2701. 
Almost all conditions he imposed are superfluous. It is not even necessary that 
we deal with Banach spaces. Any locally convex linear topological space would do. 
Now, we show that Theorem 2 of Pop-Stojanovic [8, p. 2761 is false. The 
following theorem is an analog of Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers. 
THEOREM. Let X, , n >, 1, be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
random elements dejined on a probability space (J2, GY, P) taking values in a separable 
Banach space B. Then E jl XI 11 < co if and only if 
/I + (1 = 11 x,+x,+..*+& n (1, n > 1, converges almost surely. 
We say that a map X: Sz -+ B a random element if it is measurable, i.e., 
X-l(C) E Q for every Bore1 subset C of B. Since B is separable, this concept is 
equivalent to weak measurability as well as strong measurability (see Ito and 
Nisio [4, Proposition 2.1, p. 361). A p roof of the “only if” part of the above 
theorem can be found in Padgett and Taylor [6, Theorem 4.1.1, p. 421. The 
“if” part of the above theorem can be proved as in the case of real-valued 
random variables (see Loeve [5, B, p. 2391). 
Now, we prove a result which will be helpful in showing that Theorem 2 of 
Pop-Stojanovic [8] is false. 
THEOREM 2. Let X,, , n > 1, be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
random elements defined on a probability space (Q, GZ, P) taking values in a separable 
Banach space B. Then the following are equivalent. 
(0 ElIX,II = 0~)s 
(ii) P A-J;=, 
I n 
n > 1, converges = 0, 
I 
(iii) P\0JER;limsup!J@!)! = co/ = 1. 
?waJ n 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Kolmogorov’s strong law 
of large numbers quoted above. Now, we show that (iii) implies (ii). By 
Kolmogorov’s zero-one law the set described in (ii) has probability 0 or 1. I f  it is 
one, (iii) cannot be true. To complete the proof, we show that (i) implies (iii). 
E 11 X1 11 = cc is equivalent to Cn>1 P{w E Sz; II X,(w)l] >, n} = 03 (ske 
Chung [2, Theorem 3.2.1, p. 421). Let m > 1 be any natural number. E II XI I/ = 00 
implies E(l/m) 11 X1 II = co implies C,+r P{w E Q; (I X1 II 2 rnH> = 00 implies 
Cn>1 P{w E &?; 11 X, II > mn} = co, since Xi’s are identically distributed. By 
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the Borel-Cantelli lemma, P{w E Q; Ij XJw)ll 3 mn infinitely often) = 1 (see 
Chung [2, Theorem 4.2.4, p. 761). Now, observe that 
II SVL - sn-1 II = II x, I/ for any n > 2. 
Consequently, 11 X,(w)]1 > mn implies either I/ S,,(UJ)]~ > +mn or j] S,-,(~)]l > 
&nn. Consequently, P{w E 52; I/ S,(W)]] > * mn infinitely often} = 1. From this it 
follows that 
limsup!!-!S!N > 112 
n-+a n 2 
for almost all w[P]. 
The null set involved here does depend on m which is countable and by taking 
unions, one finds that 
lim sup ‘I sn(w)‘i - 03 
n-tm n 
for almost all w[P]. 
This proves (iii). 
The above theorem is a direct negation of Theorem 2 of Pop-Stojanovic [8, 
p. 2761. 
Consider a sequence X, , n > 1, of independent -identically distributed 
random elements defined on a probability space (9, a, P) and taking values in a 
separable Banach space B. Let X, be weakly integrable but not Bochner inte- 
grable, i.e., E ]I XI I] = co. One could construct such a X, by Theorem 2 of 
Brooks [I, p. 2681. Of course, B has to be infinite dimensional. A specific 
example can be given as follows: 
Letl<p<or,befixedandl<q<cobegivenbyl/p+l/q=l.Let 
X, be a map on Q taking values in 1, and satisfying 
P(X, = (0,O ,..., 0, n, 0,o ,... )} = $$ 
for every n > 1, where n in the above vector occurs at the nth position. 
X, is thus not Bochner integrable. However, it ia weakly integrable and its weak 
integral x = (6/r?) (1, +,$ ,... ). For, let f~ (C)* = Z, . Then there exists y = 
( yI , ys ,...) E Z, such that f(z) = &r 4 yd for every x E Z, . 
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Note that 2, is separable with separable dual. In addition, let this sequence 
satisfy the set of conditions imposed by Pop-Stojanovic in Theorem 1 [8, p. 2701. 
If Theorem 2 of Pop-Stojanovic [8, p. 2761 were to be true then S&t, n > 1 
converges weakly. That is, there exists a set of A E 02 independent off in B* 
such that P(A) = 1 and for each w E A, 
S*(w) f LA n >, 1 converges for every f in B*. 
Weak convergence implies that sup,,)i II S,(w)ll/n < cc for every w E A. But 
this cannot happen in view of Theorem 2 proved above. 
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